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Introduction (00:05): So how can you drop the calories without inducing fasting, and then an 
attack? Well, we talked about this glucose regulation; so usually the key things are: drinking 
more water, because then sometimes you eat because you are actually thirsty; then 
increasing your protein and veggies mass, so you get filled up, but you do not have heavy 
calorie meals. You take less, or actually no refined sugars, which everybody should do — we 
all know that refined sugars are probably not a good thing to eat. And reduce your portions. 
So it doesn't mean you have to fast. You can just eat more regularly, healthier meals, get 
really filled up with good fiber, whole wheat, whole grains. So all of this sounds very, very 
boring, but in the end, this is what will ensure weight loss. 
 
Paula K. Dumas (01:01): Do you ever have those days when you're so busy that you forget to 
eat or find yourself going several hours without a drop of water? Maybe you've tried 
intermittent fasting, or fasting for religious holidays, and experienced a headache as a result. 
Or you're fighting the battle of the bulge and the brain at the same time. You know, 
understanding fasting, weight, and dehydration, and how it affects our migraine brains is 
essential. Simple changes that are completely free could significantly improve your migraine 
health. So, to help us understand the biology behind fasting and dehydration, is Dr. Elizabeth 
Leroux, neurologist and director of the Montreal University Headache Center. Dr. Leroux is 
also the author of Migraines: More Than a Headache, a guidebook for migraine 
management. An advocate for headache patients, Dr. Leroux also founded the websites 
migrainequebec.org, and migrainecanada.org, and serves as the president of the Canadian 
Headache Society. Dr Leroux, welcome back to the Migraine World Summit. 
 
Dr. Leroux (02:01): I'm so happy to be here again. 
 
Paula K. Dumas (02:06): Terrific. Well, as you pointed out in your book, several foods are 
often incorrectly singled out as migraine triggers, while fasting and dehydration are often 
overlooked — that's an understatement, right? 
 
Dr. Leroux (02:20): That's correct. 
 
Paula K. Dumas (02:20): And nobody wants to be told, "Just drink more water" — it 
infuriates people — or "Eat regular meals," without really understanding the why. So we 
want to ask you, "Why?" Why can't people with chronic migraine skip a meal when other 
people do it all the time? 
 
Dr. Leroux (02:35): So we have this background understanding of the migrainous brain, that 
it does not tolerate change very well. That is a very nonspecific statement to make; so in 
preparation for this interview, I actually went to the literature and, disappointingly, I did not 
find, for fasting, a lot of scientific explanation. The easiest thing to say is about a drop in 
glucose levels. But then I found, also, a study about the rise in insulin levels. So those two 
things could be a cause for the fasting. For dehydration, once again, there's no precise 
chemical explanation, but it is clear as day that dehydration can be linked with triggering an 
attack. 
 
Paula K. Dumas (03:18): So like many in our community, I've tried a lot of different diets to 
try to get migraine under control, and my overall health. And this past year, I tried 
intermittent fasting and eating my last meal at 6 p.m. and my first meal at 10 a.m. before I 
ate again. So why might this be a little bit risky for somebody with migraine? 
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Dr. Leroux (03:38): Well, when you get into this type of diet — which are extremely popular 
at the present time, right? — it might be that your brain does not tolerate it. Remember one 
thing about the migrainous brain: it reacts to things that are biologically normal; for 
example, mild exercise, and even moderate exercise, is normal and can trigger migraine 
attacks. Periods and menstruation are normal, as well, and can trigger a migraine attack. So 
it doesn't mean that there's something going on that is wrong there, but that it's probably 
the migrainous brain that reacts abnormally — but through which receptors exactly, at 
present time, is not known. 
 
Paula K. Dumas (04:15): So we don't know why. A similar pattern: Many people of faith in 
our community — including Jewish people, Christians, Catholics and Muslim people — they 
all practice prayer and fasting as an integral part of worship, especially during seasons like 
Lent, and High Holidays and Ramadan. So, how can we avoid a fasting headache or migraine 
during those times? 
 
Dr. Leroux (04:40): That's very difficult. And I must say, having practiced in France where 
there is a big Muslim community in Paris, I was facing a lot of visits to the emergency 
department during the Ramadan period — this is quite severe. And then I learned something 
interesting about the Quran and how the Muslim faith treats Ramadan: and the thing is that 
many imams will actually recommend that if you have a health condition, you can forgo the 
fasting. So I have encouraged people with faith to discuss with their advisors and leaders to 
not do something that will negatively impact their health, because it is very difficult to go 
over this trigger. I mean, of course you could say you're going to do a mini prevention, like 
menstrual migraine with NSAIDs — there's absolutely no study about that — so you could 
try; but why would you take a medication when the answer could be just in actually eating a 
little bit to avoid the migraine attack? So I think I would consider a discussion with the 
person from your faith that leads you and can guide you. 
 
Paula K. Dumas (05:45): Yes, maybe there's a modified fast that you can do, like a juice fast, 
or something. 
 
Dr. Leroux (05:49): It could be, it could be. But once again, I really want to underline this: 
that, at least for the Muslim faith, it can be discussed, as it in theory, in that faith can be 
forgone, if your health does not allow you to fast. 
 
Paula K. Dumas (06:05): Great, great. Let's pivot over to weight. Tell us: Why is weight 
important in migraine? 
 
Dr. Leroux (06:11): So first, we have actually strong evidence that there is an association 
between being overweight, or obese (according to the body mass index), and having more 
migraine attacks, or chronic migraine. And the ratio is actually quite high if you are very 
obese. So there's no question about the association. The causality link, of course, is less 
understood, but there are a few hypotheses of why being overweight or obese can actually 
influence migraine. So one, is that the fatty tissue is inflammatory, and inflammation 
promotes migraine — this is true for other inflammatory diseases, as well. 
 
Dr. Leroux (06:52): The second thing that's quite fascinating, is that when you are obese, 
your gut, your intestines, become leaky — they actually let out certain molecules in your 
bloodstream that should not be there — and maybe this could trigger migraine. Another 
interesting aspect of weight is also its impact on the spine, and on the lumbar spine, the 
cervical spine; and even if it's very controversial — if the role of the cervical spine can trigger 
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migraine and so on — it is still, I think, a worthy hypothesis on how your weight can 
influence your posture and therefore maybe trigger migraine. And there's another little 
factor: that the fatty tissue is also modifying the hormonal status, because it metabolizes 
estrogen; so this could influence certain people with migraine who are sensitive to equal 
hormonal levels. So hypotheses, not necessarily tested, but that could explain why there is 
this association. 
 
Paula K. Dumas (07:51): So those are three or four interesting hypotheses as to why there 
might be an affiliation between weight and migraine. I have always heard about the risk 
factor of weight — if you're very underweight or overweight, it elevates your risk factor for 
progressing from episodic to chronic. Is that true? 
 
Dr. Leroux (08:12): It is correct that the weight is associated with having more migraine 
attacks. The other thing that I did not cite is that if you have more migraine attacks, what are 
you going to take? Maybe preventives — and some of those preventives might also elicit 
weight gain. So, that could be also maybe another factor explaining this association. 
 
Paula K. Dumas (08:33): Right. One of them is associated with weight loss. 
 
Dr. Leroux (08:36): That's correct, and that's the famous topiramate. I want to underline 
that topiramate causes weight loss in 10 to 15% of people, so not everyone ... 
 
Paula K. Dumas (08:46): That's not the promise they give you when they prescribe it! 
 
Dr. Leroux (08:49): No, well, we are good-willing individuals and we try to encourage our 
patients. The hard truth also is that this is not always the patients that we would like to lose 
weight, who get this side effect. And I've seen in my own patients, slim individuals losing 
weight, and it was a problem with topiramate. So I think this is fair for patients to know that 
not everyone loses weight with topiramate when you take it. 
 
Paula K. Dumas (09:14): Darn it! 
 
Dr. Leroux (09:16): Yes ... 
 
Paula K. Dumas (09:16): So is there a safer way for someone with migraine to go about 
controlling their weight, that's not going to trigger an attack? 
 
Dr. Leroux (09:22): Such a difficult thing, to lose weight — if it was easy, I think we would 
know. The answer is a little bit boring, but that's the answer: is that if you want to lose 
weight — and I've researched this quite a bit over my practice to advise patients — is you 
have to drop down the calories, at some point, and you have to be also very patient. Most 
nutritionists are against extreme diets, and fads, so they recommend a change in your eating 
habits, in general, that is long lasting; so not something that you will do intensely for three 
months, and then you will rebound — those are basic things. So how can you drop the 
calories without inducing fasting, and then an attack? Well, we talked about this glucose 
regulation; so usually the key things are: drinking more water, because then sometimes you 
eat because you are actually thirsty; then increasing your protein and veggies mass, so you 
get filled up, but you do not have heavy calorie meals. You take less, or actually no refined 
sugars, which everybody should do — we all know that refined sugars are probably not a 
good thing to eat. And reduce your portions. So it doesn't mean you have to fast. You can 
just eat more regularly, healthier meals, get really filled up with good fiber, whole wheat, 
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whole grains. So all of this sounds very, very boring, but in the end, this is what will ensure 
weight loss. Remember that in our society, our portions have increased by 30% to 40% — 
the average burger, average muffin, average bagel is 40% bigger than in the '50s. So ... 
 
Paula K. Dumas (11:12): Even the plate sizes are bigger! 
 
Dr. Leroux (11:15): Oh, the plate sizes are ... ! We have lost all understanding of what is a 
normal portion, and we have a constant offering of food. And food is a natural reward — so 
it is normal to want food, it's normal to want sugar — so we have to be aware of that. And 
society does not encourage you to lose weight or watch your diet. They tell you, "Oh come 
on, you're not fat! You can eat better." So, I think we have to be aware. Two last things: 
First, sleep is key for weight loss. Having sleep issues is associated with weight gain, and this 
probably has to do with different hormonal regulations. And the other aspect is, why do we 
eat? And sometimes there is an emotional component to that — we eat because we're 
bored, we eat because we are anxious. And sometimes the answer is not necessarily what 
you eat, but why you eat, and how you manage food in your life. And this can be addressed 
by a psychologist, or different programs. So there are ways to lose weight, but you have to 
be consistent, and maybe stay away from extreme approaches that can actually lead to 
rebound. 
 
Paula K. Dumas (12:28): So, just to summarize a couple of things you said: Make sure that 
you're eating smaller portion sizes on maybe smaller plates ... 
 
Dr. Leroux (12:37): Less rich foods, more vegetables and lean protein — I mean, that's the 
key here. You don't have to have tiny, tiny things because that's very depressing. But just fill 
this with vegetables — learning to cook more, learning to get diversity is also ... if not it gets 
depressing, and then you cannot hold to that kind of food. It has to be fun and good to eat. 
And the vegetables are just a little bit neglected by most of us. 
 
Paula K. Dumas (13:07): Yes. And just to follow up, you mentioned if you feel like you're 
eating because of mood issues, is it wise to deal with the mood issues first, and then tackle 
the weight after? 
 
Dr. Leroux (13:20): That's a very good question ... You may consider mild exercise, because 
the mild exercise will regulate your appetite, elevate your mood — there is actually good 
evidence for that. And we all know how it can be difficult to exercise, but there is strong 
evidence that even mild exercise for a short period of time just gives you this good feeling, 
and has a positive impact on both. So that may be an approach to this problem. 
 
Paula K. Dumas (13:50): And I have to ask you to comment on the ketogenic diet, because 
there's been a lot of discussion — in fact the past two years, we've had different experts 
come on and talk about the potential of the ketogenic diet for migraine. What's your 
opinion? 
 
Dr. Leroux (14:04): So, I am no expert but my patients ask me so much about it, that I did a 
little bit of research on it, and I think we can assume it is still a slightly controversial topic. I 
mean, some people sell this as the new cure for diabetes, a perfect approach to weight loss, 
and of course as a potential migraine cure — which you and I know very well, there is no 
official migraine cure. So I researched it and yes, there is some evidence in the animals, and 
in humans, that regulating the sugar and using a ketogenic type diet, can actually positively 
influence migraine. So there is some degree of evidence out there but it is not necessarily 
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strong evidence. The other problem is that the ketogenic diet is not necessarily safe for 
everyone, and it may have consequences on your health. And the other thing is just, it's very 
difficult to hold. So what I recommend to my patients is, this may sound very attractive, but 
have a good look at how you eat now. Can you maybe take a little step with a healthy 
Mediterranean diet first? Because if you go from a terrible diet to ketogenic, of course you 
will have some benefit, right? So, why not try a step that is a little bit easier and less 
extreme, and see how that works for you first, because it will be way easier to sustain for 
you, but also for your family. 
 
Paula K. Dumas (15:28): That's a good point. Few of us eat alone, right? And it's very hard 
for one person to be on a ketogenic diet and everybody else — your friends, your family — 
to be eating another way. 
 
Dr. Leroux (15:38): Yes, that's correct. 
 
Paula K. Dumas (15:39): Mediterranean's a good midpoint, and it's also easier to eat out 
that way. 
 
Dr. Leroux (15:42): Absolutely. But I think if someone really wants to do the ketogenic diet, I 
encourage them to seek the advice of a nutrition professional. And I have seen some people 
who do it for two, three months — it's a phase in their life, they do it, and then they might 
lose some weight and feel a bit better and empowered; they reconsider their eating habits 
— and then they transition to a healthier diet, which is not a bad thing. So really, I'm trying 
to accompany patients on their path the way that they want to act. But just remember, this 
is not a cure, and this is not absolutely safe, and you should do this carefully. 
 
Paula K. Dumas (16:16): Good to know. So now we'll pivot to hydration and talk a little bit 
more about that. You know, many people may not realize that, by weight, the brain is mostly 
water. At the American Academy of Neurology Conference, I got to hold a brain in my hand 
and witness that firsthand. So, how does sufficient water help us to ensure that we're 
getting proper functioning of our brain and body? 
 
Dr. Leroux (16:39): So, when people think about the water of the body — and it's true that 
our whole body is … there's a lot of water in there. And where is this water? It's inside the 
cells, but also around the cells. And our bodies work such that this interaction between the 
cells and outside the cells must be closely regulated, in order for the cells to function, OK? 
So, that's the key to why the water's important. But it's not only the water, it's also what's in 
there. And what's in there might be the glucose, might be the ions, the sodium, the 
potassium, and all those what we call electrolytes, that ensure that the functions, especially 
in the brain (which is an electrical organ) — you want this to function properly. So 
remember that it's not about only the quantity of water. It is also about the content of what 
you drink and how many electrolytes you have in your body. So you have to see this as an 
equation that's more complex than just how much you're drinking. 
 
Paula K. Dumas (17:38): The hydration equation — you heard it here first, right? So how do 
we know if we're dehydrated? 
 
Dr. Leroux (17:44): So there are many signs that we can observe. It can be anything from a 
parched or dry mouth; we can have a darker urine or more concentrated urine. Some 
people… and living in Calgary, that is a very dry city, I can tell you — I noticed immediately 
on my skin, on my mouth, even on my hair — so it can be noticed. Because you have your 
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own hydration, but also the environment in which you live will influence especially your skin 
and hair. Looking at those signs can help you. There are signs that are a bit unspecific, for 
example, feeling faint, feeling dizzy. But don't wait to get there to rehydrate! And always 
also remember that you don't need to get to severe dehydration to trigger a migraine attack 
— so sometimes it can happen even if you don't have those signs. 
 
Paula K. Dumas (18:38): At the Migraine World Summit Live Event that we did in 2019, 
earlier, Kristen Chenoweth stood in front of the biggest audience of people with migraine, 
and said, "Pound the water people!" That was her big takeaway. So how much water do we 
actually need to drink? 
 
Dr. Leroux (18:57): Well, there's a saying that you need to drink approximately eight cups of 
water; it also depends on your body weight. But once again, you have to adapt this to your 
own metabolism, and the water content is regulated by the kidneys and also by the brain. 
And not everyone metabolizes water the same way — some people it just passes through, 
some people keep it in. And this is all about the maintenance of this salt water balance that 
is ensured by the kidney. But overall ... the other thing is I actually also researched this — 
there is no absolute number that we can give. So if you say, "I'm underhydrated, I want to 
try this" — just increase what you're doing by a few cups and see if that works for you is, I 
think, a reasonable rule of thumb. Because some people say, "Oh, now I need to hydrate 
with a cup of water every hour," and that's not sustainable for many people, and you'll end 
up just going to the bathroom repeatedly. 
 
Paula K. Dumas (19:55): I just made a game out of it myself. You know, I did the math on my 
weight, and did two times my body weight in ounces, and then I filled a couple of pitchers, 
and then I'd see if I could consume those pitchers each day. And the first day it was hard 
because I wasn't used to drinking that much water. And then the other game that I would 
play is to see how light I could make my urine — it's a strange game, I know. 
 
Dr. Leroux (20:18): So did you find a good rule of thumb for the amount of water that you 
should be drinking? 
 
Paula K. Dumas (20:24): For me, two pitchers of water a day ... 
 
Dr. Leroux (20:27): That would be something ... 
 
Paula K. Dumas (20:27): And if it was extra hot, or as you say, if you go to ... I would go to 
Arizona, or out West any place, I would find I would need a little bit more; if it was really 
humid, like in the South, I'd need a little bit more; if I would exercise, I'd need a little bit 
more, so ... 
 
Dr. Leroux (20:43): Obviously, so we have to just remember: where does the water go, 
right? And of course, all the examples that you said are very appropriate. So it goes out in 
the gut, and goes out in the urine, and goes out in the skin, and goes out in the breathing. 
And of course it increases with exercise. So, we have to be aware of all those potential 
reasons to hydrate a little bit more. But you don't have to hydrate only with water. You can 
also use, for example, vegetables and fruits which are also very rich in water. But there's one 
thing we have to be careful about, is hydrating with water — remember this idea of what's 
in the water: if you hydrate with water with something else in it that raises the 
concentration of the water — for example, alcohol, or glucose, or salt — then you might not 
be doing yourself a service. Because what's going to happen is that your body will receive 
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this water, but also the what we call the osmoles — so the chemical content into it — and 
say, "Oh, I need to push those osmoles, or this glucose, or this alcohol out," and it needs 
water to flush it out. So hydrating with alcohol or with sugary drinks is actually not really 
hydrating at all. Caffeine comes to mind, right? We drink those huge coffee cups. But 
caffeine — it's not necessarily that it is an osmole, or that it is a chemical content — it's 
because caffeine, itself, has an impact on the diuresis, on the excretion of water. So if you 
drink caffeine, it might be that you will also just take it out and it's not the ideal thing to 
hydrate with at all. 
 
Paula K. Dumas (22:26): So, one thing a lot of people in our community deal with — I have 
— is vomiting. And when you're vomiting all the time, you're losing a lot of hydration, right? 
And sometimes you can't even keep down water. What's the best way to manage — if 
you're dealing with vomiting or diarrhea — in hydration? 
 
Dr. Leroux (22:45): Yes. So I see two ways: The first way is to manage your attack the best 
you can and manage the vomiting. So that can be through a better or more aggressive acute 
therapy with, for example, sprays or triptans or NSAIDs. So you need to get this migraine 
controlled before you get to the vomiting — we all know sometimes it's not possible. Then 
you can manage the vomiting itself with different drugs. In the old days we used a lot of 
Gravol, metoclopramide; now many people with migraine use Zofran (ondansetron) to 
control the vomiting. So that can help. But sometimes there's nothing that can be helped. So 
then, what can you do? You can definitely try to sip a tiny bit of electrolytes but the hard 
truth is, if you are completely dehydrated, this is not going to help your migraine attack, and 
some people might need an intravenous approach, so they need to go to the emergency 
department. And that's one of the good reasons where the emergency drugs can actually 
help you: is to push two good liters of water into your body to rehydrate it. And that's 
something … to my knowledge, nobody can do that at home. So I think sometimes you just 
have to get those IV fluids. 
 
Paula K. Dumas (23:53): Yes, definitely. Are there any foods or drinks that we can use to 
boost our hydration levels? 
 
Dr. Leroux (24:00): So, like I mentioned, vegetables. Be careful with fruit because they come 
with a lot of sugar, even if it's natural sugar or slow sugar, still. Otherwise, quite frankly, stick 
to the water. I do this myself — I have difficulty with plain water. Herbal teas ... 
 
Paula K. Dumas (24:19): Me too. 
 
Dr. Leroux (24:19): So, get the flavor, get a bit ... herbal teas, and then you can do this trick 
with cucumber, mint, lemon, that just make the water more palatable to you. So if you like 
hot drinks, herbal teas; cold drinks, a bit of flavor, and this really helps. Get your bottle and 
just keep this habit. Stay away from sodas as best you can — sodas are definitely very caloric 
and filled with other things that we should probably not drink at all, none of us. So that's an 
easy move to make, is just to remove sodas from your usual routine. 
 
Paula K. Dumas (25:02): And does it matter what type of water you're drinking? 
 
Dr. Leroux (25:06): So, I saw this question and I could not find any support for carbonated or 
noncarbonated, mineral versus nonmineral. And the key reason is probably because those 
minerals are not really important in the metabolism of the water itself. The one that you 
have to be careful about are the soups and the broths, because those can be very salty — so, 
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the salt keeps the water in your body. So usually most of us eat just too much salt, OK; so 
that's usually not a problem in an American diet. But some people who have low blood 
pressure, for example, sometimes we tell them to eat a bit more salt. But remember if you 
add salt, you have to add more water, so that's something to keep in mind as well. So we're 
still sticking with the natural water here. 
 
Paula K. Dumas (25:58): We're still going back to the natural water, but you did mention 
electrolytes. Are you a fan of coconut water or sports drinks or like — to use brand names, 
Gatorade, Pedialyte — any of those things? 
 
Dr. Leroux (26:09): Yes, so, I think that some athletes really swear by those electrolyte 
replacements. I'm not aware of the research regarding those, but why not? I mean, if you 
are an athlete. But what I see is a lot of people who do exercise at a mild, moderate level 
and, in theory, this should not mandate Gatorade. And just for the record, there's a lot of 
colorants in Gatorade, and there's also sugar because athletes need it. And it is true, what 
you may have heard, are athletes seizing after a marathon, for example. The reason for this 
happening is when you hydrate with tons of water, with no sodium, and you lose a lot of 
sodium by your skin — and this is dangerous. But it needs very strenuous exercise to get to 
that level. So I would say that usually you can hydrate with just plain water, and having a bit 
of food before, a bit of food after, unless you do very intense exercise. If you are an athlete, 
to be frank, I would seek the advice of a sports nutritionist and see. But why consume 
colorants and sugar if you don't need it? I would stay away from them. 
 
Paula K. Dumas (27:24): Good advice. 
 
Dr. Leroux (27:25): Coconut water, quite frankly, I haven't researched it yet, so I don't ... 
Because they sell it as an electrolyte rehydration beverage, I personally consume it. But once 
again, I don't think it's necessarily absolutely needed to hydrate better. 
 
Paula K. Dumas (27:41): I'm like you, I get bored drinking regular water all the time. So 
anything I can throw in there to give it a little bit of flavor, I'm a fan of. 
 
Dr. Leroux (27:49): Me too. 
 
Paula K. Dumas (27:49): That's good ... Rosemary and strawberry, together — very good. 
 
Dr. Leroux (27:52): Oh yes, absolutely. 
 
Paula K. Dumas (27:53): So, there's a lot of literature out there talking about food triggers, 
and discovering your food triggers, and staying away from your food triggers. If you had to 
make a choice, or a recommendation for your patients, between finding and discovering 
your food triggers or eating and drinking regularly to maintain a healthy weight, which do 
you think is a higher priority? 
 
Dr. Leroux (28:20): Well, I will give my physician and clinical practitioner response right 
away. 
 
Paula K. Dumas (28:25): OK. 
 
Dr. Leroux (28:26): Go to the healthy lifestyle first. Why? Because you will gain from it 
anyway — your health will get better, it doesn't cost that much. So that's what I advise my 
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patients is to do all those things that we discussed. I find that the food trigger hunt is very 
rarely that effective, and it can raise anxiety levels a lot, and it can be bewildering because 
the lists out there, of food triggers, are endless. Most of my colleagues share this type of 
opinion. Now, when we listen to people with migraine, many of them say, "I have one food 
trigger and I really know this food trigger is the thing for me." So I never oppose that — of 
course not — because they know, because it's them. But if we look at research on chocolate, 
for example, or other triggers, they are overestimated. And people make ... because of 
cognitive biases, where they pay attention to selective things but they ignore the rest — 
sometimes we just get convinced that certain triggers and food are really significant, when 
they're not. And then our diets become extremely complicated. So, my goal is always to 
provide, first, healthy advice. Do not engage in anxiogenic activities, just because this is not 
good for migraine either — if your life becomes so complicated because of the triggers. But 
if you really notice something and you see an association, and you want to discard it, and it's 
not complicated for you, I think it's perfectly reasonable to do that. 
 
Paula K. Dumas (30:03): Sounds like good advice. So, thank you so much. Where else can we 
learn more about you, and the work that you're doing? 
 
Dr. Leroux (30:10): Well, I'm very proud to say that I'm now the chair of Migraine Canada, 
with a wonderful board; and I work with this board not only as a physician, but also as a 
patient because I have migraine without aura myself. We have a website that's already there 
as migrainecanada.org, but we will update it ... it was actually updated recently. So, I 
encourage people, if they want, to have a look at it. 
 
Paula K. Dumas (30:35): Great, we'll put a link to that below your talk so everybody can 
access that. 
 
Dr. Leroux (30:39): And we are fans of the Migraine World Summit. 
 
Paula K. Dumas (30:42): Well, thank you! We're thrilled to have you back because we really 
love your talks and your very clear way of communicating complex subjects, like what we've 
talked about today. 
 
Dr. Leroux (30:51): Thank you for inviting me. 
 
Paula K. Dumas (30:52): Thanks for being here. 
 
 


